Abstract. In this contribution, we present the unquenched quark model as an extension of the constituent quark model that includes the effects of sea quarks via a 3 P 0 quark-antiquark paircreation mechanism. Particular attention is paid to the spin and flavor content of the proton, magnetic moments and β decays of octet baryons.
INTRODUCTION
In the constituent quark model (CQM) hadrons are described as a system of constituent (or valence) quarks and antiquarks,for baryons andfor mesons. Despite the success of the quark model, there is strong evidence for the existence of exotic degrees of freedom (other than valence quarks) in hadrons from CQM studies of electromagnetic and strong couplings of baryons that are, on average, underpredicted by CQMs [1] . More direct evidence for the importance of quark-antiquark components in the proton comes from measurements of thed/ū asymmetry in the nucleon sea [2, 3] and the proton spin crisis [4] . The pion cloud in the nucleon holds the key to understand the flavor asymmetry and the spin-crisis of the proton [2, 3, 5] . Moreover, angular momentum conservation of the pionic fluctuations of the nucleon leads to a relation between the flavor asymmetry and the contribution of orbital angular momentum to the spin of the proton A (p) = ∆L [6] .
The aim of this contribution is to discuss the role of valence and sea quarks in the nucleon in the framework of a simplified version of the unquenched quark model (UQM) in which only the effects of the pion cloud is taken into account. It is shown that the pion cloud offers a qualitative understanding of the results obtained in previous numerical studies [7] , and thus provides important insights into the properties of the nucleon.
UNQUENCHED QUARK MODEL
The unquenched quark model developed in [7] is motivated by earlier studies on extensions of the quark model in which thepairs are created in the 3 P 0 state with the quantum numbers of the vacuum [8, 9] . The present approach is based on a CQM to which the quark-antiquark pairs are added as a perturbation, employing a 3 P 0 model for thepair creation. The pair-creation mechanism is inserted at the quark level and the one-loop diagrams are calculated by summing over the intermediate baryon-meson states (see Fig. 1 ).
Under these assumptions, the baryon wave function consists of a zeroth order threequark configuration | A plus a sum over higher Fock components due to the creation of quark-antiquark pairs. The resulting baryon wave function is given by [7] 
where
is the energy difference calculated in the rest frame of the initial baryon A. The operator T † creates a quark-antiquark pair in the 3 P 0 state with the quantum numbers of the vacuum: L = S = 1 and J = 0. The 3 P 0 transition amplitude can be expressed as [10] BC, l, J; K, k|T
where δ ( K) is a consequence of momentum conservation in the rest frame of A.
Flavor and spin content
In this contribution, we employ a simplified version of the UQM in which only the contribution of the pion cloud is taken into account. Table 1 shows the results for the flavor and spin content of the proton. In the UQM, the coefficients appearing in Table 1 are expressed in terms of integrals over the relative momentum k which only depend on the 3 P 0 coupling strength. The results for the UQM in Table 1 are also valid for the meson-cloud model in which the coefficients a and b multiply the Nπ and ∆π components of the nucleon wave function [6] . The ab term denotes the contribution from the cross terms between the Nπ and ∆π components. In the UQM, the value of the cross term ab is not equal to the product of a and b, although the numerical values are close. Since the UQM contains the full spin and isospin structure, it satisfies the relation between the flavor asymmetry and the contribution of the orbital angular momentum to the spin of the proton A (p) = ∆L [6] , and therefore ∆Σ = 1 − 2∆L. In the absence of the pion cloud (a 2 = b 2 = 2ab = 0) we recover the results of the CQM. The results for the spin and flavor content of the proton are normalized to the proton flavor asymmetry. The fourth column is normalized to the E866/NuSea value [11] , and the fifth column to the somewhat higher NMC value [12] . The experimental values of the spin content were obtained by the HERMES [13] and the COMPASS [14] Collaborations. Table 1 shows the results from the HERMES Collaboration.
Magnetic moments
The magnetic moments of the octet baryons constitute one of the early successes of the constituent quark model. Hence, for any extension of the quark model, it is important to verify whether the good agreement of the CQM is maintained. Table 2 shows that this is indeed the case for the unquenched quark model. Just as for the CQM, the quark magnetic moments are fitted to the magnetic moments of the proton, neutron and Λ hyperon. 
Fluctuations
In the UQM, it is straightforward to calculate the fluctuation probabilities. The probability that a proton fluctuates in nπ + is given by
whereas the total probability for a pion fluctuation of the proton is given by
The numerical results are shown in Table 3 . The UQM1 values are in good agreement with the experimental values as determined in an analysis of forward neutron production in electron-proton collisions by the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations at DESY [16, 17] , and in a study of the quark distribution functions measured in Drell-Yan experiments and semi-inclusive DIS experiments [18] . The UQM2 values are about 30 % higher than the UQM1 values. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we studied the properties of the proton in the framework of the unquenched quark model in which the 3 P 0 coupling strength was normalized to the observed value of the proton flavor asymmetry. It was shown that whereas the pion fluctuations maintain the good results of the constituent quark model for the magnetic moments, they help to understand the discrepancies between the CQM and the experimental data. Their inclusion leads to a reduction of quark model value of ∆u and g A , and give rise to a sizeable contribution (25 -30 %) of orbital angular momentum to the spin of the proton. In addition, it was found that the probabilities for pion fluctuations in the UQM are in good agreement with the values determined in analyses of the available experimental data.
